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ABSTRACT

Objective: Assess information integrity (concordance and completeness of documented exam indications from the electronic health record [EHR] imaging order requisition, compared to EHR provider notes), and assess potential impact of indication inaccuracies on exam planning and interpretation.

Methods: This retrospective study, approved by the Institutional Review Board, was conducted at a tertiary academic medical center. There were 139 MRI lumbar spine (LS-MRI) and 176 CT abdomen/pelvis orders performed 4/1/2016-5/31/2016 randomly selected and reviewed by 4 radiologists for concordance and completeness of relevant exam indications in order requisitions compared to provider notes, and potential impact of indication inaccuracies on exam planning and interpretation. Forty each LS-MRI and CT abdomen/pelvis were re-reviewed to assess kappa agreement.

Results: Requisition indications were more likely to be incomplete (256/315, 81%) than discordant (133/315, 42%) compared to provider notes ($p < 0.0001$). Potential impact of discrepancy between clinical information in requisitions and provider notes was higher for radiologist’s interpretation than for exam planning (135/315, 43%, vs 25/315, 8%, $p < 0.0001$). Agreement among radiologists for concordance, completeness, and potential impact was moderate to strong (Kappa 0.66-0.89). Indications in EHR order requisitions are frequently incomplete or discordant compared to physician notes, potentially impacting imaging exam planning, interpretation and accurate diagnosis. Such inaccuracies could also diminish the relevance of clinical decision support alerts if based on information in order requisitions.

Conclusions: Improved availability of relevant documented clinical information within EHR imaging requisition is necessary for optimal exam planning and interpretation.
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INTRODUCTION

The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009 encourages meaningful use of electronic health records (EHRs) and encourages the use of computerized provider order entry (CPOE) systems and the electronic transmission of diagnostic test results. The Protecting Access to Medicare Act of 2014 (PAMA) aims to promote evidence-based care by including...
provisions that will require ambulatory providers to consult computerized clinical decision support (CDS) systems when ordering certain advanced diagnostic imaging exams (eg CT, MRI). Computerized systems for ordering imaging exams can improve physician workflow while enhancing quality of patient care.4,8 but it is critical to understand the facilitators and limitations of these systems as they become more frequently utilized in the healthcare setting. Order entry for diagnostic imaging has evolved from paper order entry, which historically suffered from illegibility and inefficiency.9 The use of CPOE has been shown to decrease duplicate image orders for diagnostic imaging examinations,10 as well as improve the quality of indications documented in imaging order requisitions, compared to paper-based order entry.3,10,11

A recent human factors analysis of computerized consultation orders from primary care providers revealed that major problems with usability resulted from the inability of computerized templates to support clinicians’ information needs, ranging from the referring clinicians’ contact information to the reasons/indications for consultation.12 Effective communication between providers is essential to enhancing patient safety; providing indications for imaging examination requests has been shown to be valuable to radiologists in interpreting imaging examinations and making recommendations.13,14 In a small descriptive study,15 radiologists who were provided more clinical information produced more accurate diagnoses. The National Academy of Medicine, in their report Improving Diagnosis in Health Care16 emphasize the importance of health information technology in supporting the diagnostic process. A major contributing factor to diagnostic process error is non-availability of information.16

There has been no analytical study assessing the information integrity, defined as concordance and completeness of documented exam indications in electronic order requisitions when compared to provider notes within the same EHR, and its potential impact on exam planning, also referred to as protocolling. Protocolling activity is a step in translating a diagnostic imaging request by a referring provider (eg abdominal MRI) into a specific imaging protocol best suited to answer a relevant clinical question, as determined by the radiologist.17 There is likewise no study assessing potential impact on exam interpretation, a key component of the diagnostic process.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess the proportion of imaging order requisitions with inaccurate or incomplete examination indications compared with provider notes, and evaluate the potential impact on imaging exam protocol selection and interpretation.

METHODS
Setting
This retrospective, observational, cohort study was conducted at an urban, academic, quaternary care hospital and ambulatory center, and included inpatient and outpatient imaging examinations. The requirement to obtain informed consent was waived by the Institutional Review Board for this Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act-compliant study. The study institution utilizes a CPOE system for imaging (Epic Systems Corporation, Madison, WI), integrated into the EHR. Upon entering a password-protected login, a physician or proxy creates orders for a specific study from predetermined structured menus and can provide optional free text data entry for other available clinical context they would like to include. All relevant information necessary to specify an imaging examination and clinical indications for the examination is captured in the system (eg examination modality, reason for exam, associated diagnosis). The CPOE system is integrated into an enterprise scheduling module, which enables ordering providers or their proxies to schedule radiologic examinations online without the need to contact a radiology central scheduling office.

Data collection
We reviewed order requisitions for a sample of 139 MRI lumbar spine order requisitions and 176 CT abdomen/pelvis order requisitions randomly selected from among 13 064 of these imaging examinations completed between April and May of 2016. Sample size calculation to detect a 16% effect size at 80% power and alpha of 0.05, with an estimated baseline proportion of 69% impact of data integrity on clinical interpretation,18 yielded 284 examinations. We included 315 order requisitions (2.4% of 13 064), divided into MRI lumbar spine and CT abdomen and pelvis, based on the proportion of order requisitions accounted for by these imaging modalities at the study institution. We specifically chose these examinations that are included in the list of advanced diagnostic examinations for which, per regulations promulgated under PAMA, physicians must consult government-approved, evidence-based appropriate-use criteria through a certified CDS system prior to ordering, beginning January 2020.3 We also accessed provider notes (including history and physical examination, progress notes and telephone encounter notes) immediately preceding the order requisition, and up to one year prior to the requisition date, from the institutional research patient data repository.

Manual review
The order requisitions and associated patient records were reviewed by a radiology fellow and three radiology attending physicians for concordance and completeness of the examination indications provided within the requisition as compared to the patient record. Each physician was instructed to review only the order requisition provided, and asked to determine the corresponding imaging protocol they would select (eg routine abdomen/pelvis CT without contrast). Subsequently, they were asked to review the provider notes, and to rate concordance and completeness of the order requisition indications, compared to the provider notes as binary (ie yes/no) variables. A case was deemed concordant if the indication in the requisition agreed with what was documented in the provider notes. A case was determined to be complete if all of the indications pertinent to the ordered imaging study from the provider notes were reflected in the requisition. Individual cases could be both discordant and incomplete.

When an order requisition was discordant, reviewers were asked to assess potential impact on protocol and interpretation. Thus, for a case with a discordant indication (eg requisition indication states “past kidney stone,” whereas provider note states “low urinary stream”), the reviewer was asked whether the discordant indication potentially impacted protocol selection as a binary (ie yes/no) variable. In this instance, impact on protocol selection means that a request for an abdominal CT scan for staging would have been changed to a different CT scan protocol or a different imaging modality based on the discordant indication. Reviewers were also asked to assess whether the discordant indication potentially impacted exam interpretation as a binary (ie yes/no) variable, specifically assessing whether the discordance would have potentially changed interpretation if they had information from the provider notes. In a case with an incomplete requisition (eg requisition indication states “abdominal pain,” whereas provider notes document “right-sided abdominal pain that is worse with bending and is likely muscular”),
they were asked to assess potential impact on both protocol selection and exam interpretation separately.

Each order requisition was assigned to one physician. A subset of 40 MRI lumbar spine and 40 CT abdomen/pelvis examinations were reviewed by 2 physicians to assess inter-reviewer agreement. Disagreements were subsequently reconciled. For MRI lumbar spine, this was performed by consensus between the 2 reviewers. For CT abdomen/pelvis, a third reviewer was empirically selected to break the tie.

Outcomes
As the primary outcomes, we measured the proportion of imaging order requisitions with discordant or incomplete examination indications when compared to provider notes (as the gold standard). We also assessed those that reviewers perceived could have impacted protocol selection or could have impacted exam interpretation. The denominator for both measures includes all examinations for which data in the order requisition were discordant with the provider notes plus those for which data in the requisition were incomplete requisitions when compared to the provider notes. The numerators are: (1) the number of cases from the denominator for which protocol selection could have been impacted, and (2) the number of cases from the denominator for which exam interpretation could have been impacted.

Secondarily, we compared the proportion of (1) and (2) in examinations for which data in the requisition were discordant with the provider notes and those for which data in the requisition were incomplete when compared to the provider notes.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using commercially available software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Chi-square test was used to assess the potential impact of discordant or incomplete requisition indications on exam interpretation compared to protocol selection. A two-tailed p value of <0.05 was considered significant.

Unweighted kappa analysis was used to calculate inter-reviewer agreement.

RESULTS
Table 1 describes the demographic information corresponding to the study requisitions analyzed. This includes the most common indications reported in the requisitions for the study requested.

Potential impact of incomplete and discordant indications on exam interpretation and protocol selection
Table 2 shows the number and percent of examinations with discordant or incomplete order indications when compared to data in the provider notes. Significantly more order requisitions contained incomplete than discordant indications (81% vs. 42%; p < 0.0001).

Among all of the examinations with incomplete or discordant indications, in 43% (135/315) exam interpretation was potentially impacted, and in 8% (25/315) protocol selection was potentially impacted (Table 3). This difference was statistically significantly (p < 0.001).

Inter-reviewer agreement
Table 4 shows kappa agreement scores for concordance, completeness, and potential impact on protocolling and interpretation, all indicating moderate to strong agreement between the 4 independent reviewers.

Table 5 illustrates examples of order requisitions and corresponding data in the clinical notes that were discordant and incomplete. In the first row, the Order Requisition indicates that the Reason for Exam is Kidney Stone. In the provider notes, the

### Table 1. Demographic information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of imaging exam (n = 315)</th>
<th>CT abdomen/pelvis</th>
<th>MRI lumbar spine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of requisitions</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indications reported as Free Text (in addition to structured data)</td>
<td>69 (39%)</td>
<td>139 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most common indications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal pain</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer follow-up</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal prior</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient mean age (years)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Imaging order requisitions with discordant and incomplete indications compared to clinical notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Discordant</th>
<th>Incomplete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal CT (n=176)</td>
<td>108 (61%) 68 (39%)</td>
<td>39 (22%) 137 (78%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar MRI (n=139)</td>
<td>74 (53%) 65 (47%)</td>
<td>20 (14%) 119 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined (n=315)</td>
<td>182 (58%) 133 (42%)</td>
<td>59 (19%) 256 (81%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Potential impact of incomplete or inaccurate order indications on protocol selection and exam interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Impact on protocol (%)</th>
<th>Impact on interpretation (%)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discordant requisitions (n=133)</td>
<td>7 (5%) 19 (14%)</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete requisitions (n=256)</td>
<td>25 (10%) 134 (52%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All requisitions (n=315)</td>
<td>25 (8%) 135 (43%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant.

### Table 4. Kappa agreement between manual reviewers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concordance</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discordance – impacted protocol</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discordance – impacted interpretation</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete – impacted protocol</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete – impacted interpretation</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DISCUSSION**

Our overall goal was to assess indication inaccuracies in EHR order requisitions and evaluate impact on imaging exam protocling and interpretation. We found that requisition data often lack integrity – being both incomplete and discordant with documented data from the provider notes. There was 42% of order requisition indications not concordant with data from provider notes, and 81% of orders requisitions lacked relevant clinical information already documented in the provider notes. In our EHR, an order requisition is created by a physician or proxy by selecting an imaging examination from a list of those available to order. A pre-determined menu for each order allows the collection of structured indications for an ordered imaging examination as well as relevant free text clinical information, similar to what has been reported in the literature. Thus, there is no verbal communication with a radiologist, who subsequently selects an imaging protocol and interprets the images based on the requisition. Radiologists have the option of searching the EHR for additional clinical information including the provider notes. However, time pressures and the additional workflow burden of navigating the EHR in search of potential additional relevant information means that such efforts may not be practical or routine. Thus, radiologists may rely primarily on data from the order requisitions rather than incorporating other data from the electronic medical record in clinical decision making.

Previous studies have shown that accurate clinical information improves the accuracy of radiology reports. Radiologists, however, have no influence in the quality of clinical information provided. Multiple studies have demonstrated the impact CPOE has had on both availability and quality of clinical history provided to radiologists by other providers. The improvements compared to paper requisitions include increased availability of information on prior diagnoses and better indication quality for imaging tests. In a separate study comparing clinical history in paper request slips to those in an electronic system, 62% of exams ordered had incomplete or discrepant data. The authors noted that the finding was a consequence of manual entry of clinical information copied from paper request slips. In our study using electronic order requisitions, we demonstrate that order requisitions frequently do not contain indications that are complete or concordant with data in provider notes. This discrepancy potentially impacts both optimal selection of imaging protocols and exam interpretation by radiologists and could thus contribute to diagnostic errors. The errors in clinical relevance of decision support based on incomplete or discordant information in electronic imaging requisitions could also contribute to decision making errors or alert fatigue and physician burnout.

The potential impact of inaccurate information on imaging exam interpretation is quite significant because this forms the basis for diagnosis and further patient management. Radiologists form their assessment of patients’ diagnoses (eg pneumonia) based on imaging findings as well as clinical data. Without accurate and complete information, their assessment and recommended management may not be as precise. The National Academy of Medicine, in their report To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System, estimated that between 44 000 and 98 000 people die every year of preventable medical errors; diagnostic errors are a common, yet underreported, contributor to these errors. It is, therefore, necessary to address this important factor that impacts patient safety.

In addition, inaccurate information potentially impacts selection of imaging exam protocol. In spite of its lesser impact on protocol selection (8%) compared to exam interpretation (43%), this is quite significant because an incorrect protocol can decrease quality in the imaging value chain, and can lead to inaccurate diagnosis, vague clinical correlations, increased costs, as well as unnecessary radiation exposure.

There is a need to provide accurate and relevant clinical information to radiologists when ordering imaging exams to ensure optimal communication between ordering and radiologist providers. However, ordering providers are also pressed for time when generating orders; they are already spending too much time with “paperwork.”
and documentation.\textsuperscript{29,30} Thus, electronic systems have a role to play in improving physician workflow by making relevant data available to radiologists (and other providers) whenever an imaging exam is ordered or a specialist is consulted. The data is often in the electronic health records, but frequently unstructured and not optimally accessible.\textsuperscript{31–33} Fortunately, multiple studies have shown that these data can be harvested and presented with a more relevant structure and improved content (more accurate clinical information) using various information technology solutions.\textsuperscript{34–36} The role of information processing – such as using natural language processing and information retrieval – is essential in ensuring optimal data communication in an efficient manner.\textsuperscript{34–37} More efforts are needed to provide structured, accurate and timely data to radiologists and other providers who play a role in patient care.

Limitations

Our study focused on radiologists’ perceived impact on exam interpretation and protocol selection. We did not measure actual impact on exam interpretation or protocol selection, because we could not ascertain whether radiologists did or did not consult provider notes. Thus, an exam protocol may not have been based on the imaging order requisition and may have been decided by radiologists after consulting notes in the EHR. We also did not have access to verbal communications, unless documented in the medical records. In addition, we assumed that provider notes in the EHR are a reliable source of data and could not verify their accuracy or the accuracy of clinical information entered in imaging order requisitions. Finally, this study was conducted in a single academic institution with a CPOE system. Thus, our findings may not generalize to other clinical settings.

Further studies should prospectively evaluate whether incomplete or discordant clinical indications from order requisitions actually lead to modifications in exam interpretation and protocol selection in multiple radiology sub specialties and multiple institutions. Future interventions such as pre-populating ordering requests with relevant clinical data already documented in the EHR using natural language processing or other data extraction technologies, as well as interventions using machine learning and artificial intelligence to enhance and/or automate exam protocolling in the short term and the more complex interpretation process in the long term may help improve quality and efficiency of care.

CONCLUSION

Indications in EHR imaging order requisitions are frequently incomplete or discordant compared to physician notes within the same EHR. While computerized systems should facilitate ordering physician workflow, improved availability of relevant clinical data within EHR requisitions is necessary for appropriate exam planning and interpretation, which may help minimize diagnostic errors and promote patient safety. Given current EHR ordering workflows, documentation errors in order requisitions could also diminish the clinical relevance of clinical decision support alerts, potentially leading to errors in diagnostic testing.
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